The Hatch Act was passed as part of the scientific revolution that occurred in agriculture during the late 1800s.
A scientific revolution occurred in American education more scientifically based than the agriculture during the late 1800s. That revolution contemporary version? was fed by many forces. Among the forces were farmers who clamored for scientific research that One of the significant national issues in resulted in passage of the Hatch Act of 1887.
agricultural education today is the role agriscience These farmers started as a group who wanted should play in middle school and high school accurate analyses stated for the fertilizer or curricula (Understanding Agriculture, 1988) . In "artificial manure" they purchased (Marcus, fact, a fundamental question is whether the entire 1985). The Hatch Act in turn provided funds for program should become one of agriscience. "All the type of scientific research that brought about students need an understanding of basic science an agricultural revolution which still provides the concepts. Teaching science through agriculture world's greatest supply of food that is also the would incorporate more agriculture into curricula, most inexpensive and of the very best quality. while more effectively teaching science" teaching agriculture (Wheeler, 1948) , (b) prepared 4. Examine agricultural science in higher (Ekstrom, 1969) , and © prepared lantern slides, education during the developmental years of film strips, photographs, charts, and motion agricultural education.
pictures for teachers (Lane, 1942) . Perhaps the 5. Document the presence of science in early the influence of its research upon agricultural agricultural education programs. education as it existed at the time.
Methods and Procedures
Historical research methods were utilized to (Agricultural Instruction, 1913, pp. 21-22) . the state's Congressional districts and had the primary purpose of providing secondary Hearst (1928) completed an early master's instruction in agriculture and home economics. A thesis on the topic of the sciences as related to major emphasis was placed on practical vocational agriculture. He surveyed 166 teachers instruction which included school farms and in 13 states. The sample was purposefully science laboratories. The branch experiment selected, as state supervisors were asked to stations added to both practical and scientific identify the best teachers in their state. Hearst application (Thompson, 1965) . The enabling concluded for vocational agriculture that (a) a legislation emphasized the scientific research that knowledge of sciences is necessary, (b) basic would be done at the Congressional district school principles and fundamentals should be taught, © experiment stations.
The science content should be taught by the T. J. Carnes, as a student, described a first connection with vocational subjects, and (e) hand account of experiment station experiences at Certain instructional methods were agreed upon the Seventh District Agricultural school in by the teachers. Albertville, Alabama: The farm and experiment station was a very important part of the school,
The Stimson and Lathrop (1942) book which and most of the school's emphasis centered reported the state by state history of secondary around it. It was a teaching laboratory for the agricultural education noted extensive science students, and they were required to do a certain influence. Massachusetts reported teaching amount of practical work on the farm every day mineralogy, botany, and physiology. Florida (Carnes, 1991, p. 187) .
reported teaching the science of the soil.
In 1913 Hummel suggested combining agricultural education course of study. Minnesota agriculture and science courses to form an reported teaching science, botany, geology, agricultural general-science course. He suggested anatomy, physiology, physics, and chemistry as that such a course could be taught the first year in part of the total curriculum. New York taught high school and would solve the problems of agricultural science that was granted graduation agriculture and science (Agricultural Instruction, credit. Ohio reported that its first agriculture 1913). In the same publication Soule advocated teacher, in 1890, was a converted science teacher. 
